
 

AMERICAN ART HISTORY: LECTURES  

 

Bachelor in English and American Language, Literature and History 

Faculty of Liberal Arts  

 

Course information  

Bachelor year 2  24 HOURS  

Spring Semester  5 ECTS  

Lectures (CM) 

Professor: Gwennaëlle CARIOU 

Course Code: FDL_AN_L2_S4_CM_HIST_ART_US 

 

Course description and Objectives 

This class will examine American art from the Civil War until today. Different artistic movements 

and artists will be studied following on the class of L1 in order to understand how American 

art took over European art in the second half of the 20th century. American art at the end of 

the 19th century was largely influenced by various European movements, especially 

impressionism and post-impressionism. At the beginning of the 20th century, the American 

avant garde led by Alfred Stieglitz, an art dealer and photographer, stormed on the art scene. 

The interwar period was characterized by the Harlem Renaissance movement and the great 

projects led by the Work Progress Administration, especially the large murals commissioned 

to contemporary artists. The aftermath of World War II witnessed the arrival of abstract 

expressionism, and in the 1960s Pop art, pushing forward the superiority of the USA on the 

international art scene. The last part of the class will be dedicated to American contemporary 

art, particularly the representation of diversity from various perspectives from the work of 

Jean-Michel Basquiat to Kehinde Wiley.  

 

Learning Objectives 

By the end of the course, students will be able to: 

 - have in a depth knowledge of British art history from the 19th century to today, be able to 

recognize art movements, artists and the iconography of some scenes 

- write an analysis of a work of art  

- be able to write an essay on a given topic  

 

 



  
  

Course Prerequisites  

Students with at least a B2 level in English are welcome in this class.  

An interest in visual culture is expected 

 

Methods of Instruction  

- lecturing with PowerPoint presentation 

- use of the e-learning platform  

 

Assessment and Final grade 

Final exam: essay (2h) 

 

Course Requirements  

- Regular attendance 

- Document posted on the e-learning platform should studied after the classes 

- Proficiency in the English language 
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